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ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of developing Web Base Profiling for Kids Content 

development: Interface Design inside the Projek Sarjana Muda (PSM) is work as a 

guideline or a reference to kid's interface design designers. This web site is 

developing for designer's uses not for the kids uses and the motive of developing of 

this web site is to more understand the kids. The designers of kid's interface design 

always design the interface based on what are their thinking. They do not design like 

a kid' s thinking. They also do not know what are kids liking and dislike. This web 

base will contain the elements, interface design, design principles and speech and 

auditory. Each segment will have sub menus that contain a lot of information. In 

elements section will divide into many types of elements. Shapes is first part of 

elements, from the information given, the designers will know are the most like by 

kids and each part will list of the information and graph of most likely by them. For 

example, the shapes had been choosing by kids can be use as a button to design the 

interface but sometime the designers should think the suitability of putting certain 

object. In Interface Design section, it will describe the layout, example of the layout 

to review where the button, image place and color combining. Then speech and 

auditory section are describe about the audio techniques that will be use to put in 

kid's interface design. Designers no need to follow the entire list out references 

because sometimes designers also should think the suitability on the interface. This 

web site just a guideline for designers when design kid's interface but the most 

important are the designers develop interface are depend on kid's thinking not them. 

Beside that, they also know the kid' s requirement and need. 
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